When people plan for retirement they often spend most of their time planning for the financial aspects. This is certainly an important thing to do.

An equally important task is to plan for the psychological aspects of retirement. People who ignore the psychological aspects of retirement often do not live long enough to enjoy their retirement.

We will spend this hour looking at things you can do to ensure your retirement is one of the happiest and most meaningful times of your life. You will learn how to keep your brain alive and functioning well into your and 90’s and beyond.

**Attendance by Registration.** Please register at the CID website: [http://cid.vcc.ca/events_workshops.html](http://cid.vcc.ca/events_workshops.html) Don’t forget to bring your lunch!

For more information regarding workshops offered by the Centre for Instructional Development, please visit [http://cid.vcc.ca](http://cid.vcc.ca)